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     Tim  Kendall and  Peter McDonald  (eds.),
            Paul Muidoon: C'n'tiasl Essays

 Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2oo4.  vlii +  ig2  pp･

Reviewed by Toshi Takagishi, Tokyo  Metropolitan University

  Criticism of  Paul Muldoon's poetry has steadily  accelerated  of  late. As a

Northern Irish poet who  immigrated to America  in ig87,  attracting  a good deal of
attentien  from both sides  of  thc  Atiantic, Muldoon  has constantiy  published
outstanding  poetry collections  and  other  writings.  Winning  the iggs  T. S. Eliot
Poetry Prize for 7Jbe Annats of C)bde (igg4), the  honourable chair  of  Oxford
Professor of  Poetry in iggg,  and  the  Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 2oo3,  Muldoon  is
now  probably the  most  noticeable  celebrity  of  Irish poetry scene.  Yet the  inherent

complexity  of  his poetry not  only  baffles ordinary  audience,  but also  makes

learned academics  hesitate to produce full-scale and  detailed critical works,  after

the  two  pionecring and  infiuential monographs,  Tim  Kendall's thul MorIZlvon in
igg6  and  Clair Wills' Rediduag fareln4)ibuon in igg8.  Meanwhile, Muldoon  proceeds
unfalteringly  ahead  of  his critics,  bringing out  thriIling collections  like H(l)' (iggg)
and  Mop' .Sland  and  Ghagrel (2oo2). As  an  attempt  to catch  up  with  the  fbrerunning

poet, this book, Aiul A4imltibon: C'n'ticzal Elfsmpis, some  essays  of  which  began life at  a

conference  on  Muldoon  at the University of  Bristol in igg8,  provides us  with  a

number  of  luminous exegeses  and  remarkable  insights on  his oeuvre  including
Hay, 7b bedeffa L and  three  opera  libretti. As  Peter McDonald  graphically
expresses  in the  introduction, Muldoen  has become `an

 academically  approachable

author',  while  he seems  
`always

 on  the  verge  ofbeing  understood,  but never  quite
capable  ofbeing  critically  pinned down'. To  capture  this elusive  poet, the  authors

of  this book resourcefu11y  give unique  approaches  and  fresh viewpoints  in their
own  distinctive manners.  For thc  moment  this book  could  be assessed  as  the  most

significant  and  comprehensive  critical guide to Paul Muldoon. Now  I will  survey

and  examine  the contents  of  each  of  thc  essays.

  The  first essay,  
C"Thirteen

 or  Fourteen": Paul Muldoon's  Poetics of  Adoles-
cence',  written  by Stephen Burt, suggests  that adolescent  figures and  situations

appearing  frequently in Muldoon's poems could  help us  interpret his styles  and

concerns.  As the introduction puts it, 
`mbal

 a  poem  can  tell us  is not  separable

from hoev it tells us  what  it does' for Muldoon: thcre might  be few poets who  are

more  conscious  of  the  parallel between zaLhzaX and  hoav than  Paui Muldoon. Follow-
ing this fbrmula, Burt verifies  the  adolescent  trait that  Muldoon's  zaobzat and  hoca
have in cc)mmon.  First, Burt shows  that Muldoon  likes to imagine `failed,

 stalled,

incomplete, or  concinually  reenacted  coming-ofage',  while  he refuses  both `the
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mature  perspectives asseciated  with  adult  authority'  and  
Cthe

 childhood  innocence

other  poets associate  with  lyric'. Burt cites  examples  of  failed adolescent  situa-

tions, failed romances  or  ado!escent  romantic  and  sexual  uncertainties  through  the

whole  career  of  Muldoon  from IVew JIVkather (ig73) up  to Hay: In CCIonfeacle'

from AIsw Lenbetheag the  youthfu1 uncertainty  bctwccn 
`I'

 and  
`you'

 is sct  again$t  the

older  certainties  Patrick and  the  river  embody.  In 
`Cuba',

 its yeung  people are  set

against  its adults  with  public aimirs  interfering with  the  private vLrorld of  the  young

people. In 
`Making

 the Move', Muldoon  reproduces  
`comically

 simple  fantasies

and  adventures  of  teenaged  boys), and  in 
`Yarrow'

 he tecalls the coming-ofage
adventures,  which  now  seem  to  him  to  have failed. These examples  arc  illustrative

enough  to prove Muldoon  makcs  regular  use  of  falled adolescent  cases.

  Then  Burt argues  that Muldoon's  persistent interest in adolescent  personae and

incidents works  in tandem  with  his 
`adolescent'

 styles;  such  as  his abrupt  endings,

elusive  rhymes,  and  attraction  to  indeterminacy. VUe can  find a  conspicuous

example  in `Huh',
 the  last and  single-worded  line of  

`The
 More  a  Man  Has the

More  a Man  VC'ants'. Burt diagnoses this  abrupt  finish of  the  long  poem  as  the

`frustrated

 and  ffustrating' fbrm, characteristic  of  failed adolescent  symptoms.  The

disjunctive phrase like 
`thirteen

 or  fourteen' (adopted as  the  title of  this essay),

another  Muldoonian standard,  could  also  otiginate  in adolescent  indecisiveness.

  Moreover  Burt ascribcs  this adolescent  parallel to Muldoon's generational
factor, that is, the belatedness of  his generation. Burt quotes Clair Wills' sugges-

tion that unlike  those  who  belong to Seamus Heaney's generation Muldoon

missed  the  Northern civil rights  movement  because of  his belated arrival  at

Queen's University in ig6g.  Muldoon's adolescence  was  therefbre  overshadowed

by the  beginning of  the  Troubles and  perhaps fbstered his feeling of  political
impotence. Muldoon's  generation was  the  first to grow  up  with  the  Troubles, and

also  the  first to  grow  up  into a world  already full of  rock  music,  a genre
undoubtedly  associated  with  youth. The  youthfu1 attribute  of  Muldoon's  genera-
tion is sure  to affect  his poetry, and  as  Burt argues,  this is an  important factor that
has developed Muldoon)s  adolescent  and  unstable  sense  of  himself apart  from the

fixities of  an  adult  world  in his poetry. Burt's argument  en  the parallel between

Muldoon's adolescent  situations  and  his adolescent  styles  sounds  quite penetr2ting
and  persuasive.
  There are  ether  essays  dealing with  Muldoon's belatedness: In `For

 Father Read

Mother: Muldoon's Antecedents', Fran Brearton, reading  Muldoon  with  Harold

Bloom's An)di'ety ofkedeence, examines  Muldoon's intertextual relationships with  his

seniof  poets. The  list of  the  antecedents  Brearton presents includes Robert

Graves, Seamus Heaney, and  Michael Longley. Graves seems  rather  an  unex-

pected name,  but Brearton finds certain  aflinity  between the  two:  both 
`transform

etymological  quests into Iiterary interpretive strategies'  in their literary criticism,
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particularly in Muldoon's  7'lp belana land Graves' 7he Wl)de Gt7ddess. Brearton adds
that  7)be U}Zite (:;bcn2lass, 2s an  apolog}i  fbr poetry and  a  disguised zutobiography,

could  offer  
`one

 intcrpretative model  fbr re2ding  Muldoon'.  As  Graves' preoccu-
pation with mythological  origins  in 7Jbe White (:;bcidkess mergcs  with  anxiety  of

influence and  autobiographiczl  concerns,  so  Muldoon  himself has been  preoccu-
picd with  the  poetic and  familial origins.  It has been suggested  by some  critics

since  iggos  that  Muldoon's  father can  sometimes  slide  in Heaney's  own  father ot

Heaney himsclf as  poetic father-figure. Yet, unlike  Heaney, Muldoon  
`breaks

 with

tradition' and  at  the  same  timc `provides

 within  his own  poetry a  parody of  the

traclition he disrupts'. This is the  gist of  Muldoon's  anxiety  of  Heaney's infiuence.

  Then  Brearton  himself seems  to  try  to  rival  prcccdcnt critic  Neil Corcoran,
whosc  critical  book ]dodene lixsh Poett}, implies that  Muldoon  can  be read  only  in
relation  to Heaney.  Ciring Corcoran's idea about  this father-son ]iterary relation-

ship,  Breatten twists this to the  other  side,  that is, the  mother-son  literary
relationship  between Michael Longley  and  Muldoon.  According  to Brearton's
explanation,  fbr i3  years from ig73  (when Heaney  left BelfasO to ig86,  Muldoen's
most  immediate poetic relationship  was  not  with  Heaney  but with  Michael
Longley. The  LongJeys, Michael and  his critic-wife  Edna  Longley, served  as

Muldoon's  literary parents in his development. Howevcr, while  Edna  acts  as

cri'tical mother,  Michael  acts  as if he were  poetic mother-figure  to  Muldoon:
Brearton argues  that  Michael Longley's influence on  Muldoon  worked  in opposi-
tion to the rathcr  masculine  lineage, which  Muldoon  deliberately mocked  in his

presentation of  Heaney. Brearton fo11ow$ Michael's `maternal'
 influence through

Muldoon's poem$, particularly on  his elegiac  long poem  
`Yarrow',

 which  places
the  mother-figure  in the  dominant fbr the  first time  fo11owing a shift  in Muldoon's
representations  of  his parents in iggos.

  Brearton's idca could  be an  inspiring addition  to  thc  familiar father-son ]iterary
relationship  between Heaney and  Muldoon. It, however, cannot  be substituted  fbr

the  Longley-Muldoen  relationship.  It would  be misleading  fbr us  to interpret

Muldoon  wholly  dependent on  the  anxicty  ofinfluence  theory.  Brearton himselfis
aware  of  the risk, and  he alerts  this is not  to suggest  simple  substitutions  like `fbr

Heaney rezd  Longley'. Sti11 I say  that Brearton gives an  important indication that
Muldoon's  iggos'  poetry changed  from the  father-oriented style  to the mother-

oriented  one,  probably influenccd by Longley.

  As fbr Muldoon's intcrtextuality with  other  poets, there  are  two  illuminating
essays  dealing with  Muldoon's connection  with  Robert Frost,

 ,In 
`Never

 Quite Showing  his Hand: Robert Frost and  Paul Muldoon', Rachel
Buxton elucid2tes  the  influence of  Robert Frost on  Paul Muldoon. She cmphasises
that 

`Frost's

 impact on  Muldoon  has been no  less considerable  than  it has been on

Heaney'. She superbly  demonstrates how  Muldoon  takes  Frost as  his model  in his
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poetry, by her in-depth analyscs  of  two  poems, 
`Gold'

 and  
`Come

 into My

Parlour'. Her intcrpretatiofl of  
`Gold'

 is this: In 
`Gold'

 (from Meeit'ag the Bn'tisa

Muldoon  introduces two  quotations from Frost's work:  
`A

 golden age  / of  poetry
and  power', taken  from 

`ForJohn

 F. Kennedy  His Inauguration' (which was  not

recited  at the  ceremony,  though  Frost wrote  it fbr it), and  
[Nothing

 Gold Can

Stay'. Detecting Frost's evasive  implications of  
`decline',

 
`mutability',

 and  
`death'

there, Muldoon  insinuates them  in the  poem, associating  
`gold)

 with  the  declines
and  deaths of  characters  such  as  Frost, Kennedy, Soutine and  Marilyn Monroe.

Moreover  he dedicates this poem  to  his college  teacher  Gerard Quinn, under

whose  influence he began reading  Frost, and  conceals  his personal episodes  and

conversations  with  Quinn in this  poem. Buxton shows  how  ingcniously Muldoon

interweaves such  quotations, characters,  episodcs  and  wordplays  (such as soutane

and  Soutine, Merlin and  Marilyn) associated  with  the  key featufe `gold'.

  Then  Buxton  analyses  Muldoon's rewriting  process of  
`Come

 into My  Parlour'.

This poem, finally published in the  collection  Vipt Broevnlee LelE}i had been worked

on  over  sevetal  years. She points out  Muldoon  deleted Frostian postures and  turns

of  phrases which  had been evident  in the earliest  draft, so  that  the  final poem
cannot  be facilely recognised  as  a Frostian poem. 

'This
 revising  process proves

Muldoon's selfconsciousness  regarding  Frost's influence. Buxton argues  Muldoon

has long been attracted  to 
Cthe

 combination  of  surface  simplicity  and  inner

complexity  that  he apprehends  in Frost'. And  she  centinues  
`although

 he seldom

achieves  a comparably  accessib}e  surface  in his own  work,  he does duplicate

Frost's ambiguities  and  hidden depths.' Muldoon  has tried  to  practice this strategy

in his own  poetry, and  Buxton,  well  excavating  these  mischievous,  
`cryptic'

processes in 
`Come

 into My  Parlour', concludes  that this mischievousness  and

complexity  which  Muldoon  took  ovcr  from Ftost would  demand  a degree of

effort  on  the  reader.

  The  other  essay  on  Frostian connection  is John Redmond's  
`Muldoon

 and

Pragrnatism'. This treats the issue ofin  what  manner  Muldoon  wants  the  reader  to

read  his poetry. According  to  Redmond,  Muldoon. fo11ewing Frost, complicates

the  reading  ptoccss: while  he makes  it possible fbr the  reader  to read  his poems
quickly, he hints a slower  reading  might be preferable or  a  combination  of  slow

and  quick readings  might  be the  most  desirable. This process, Redmond  argues,  is

inspired by the  influence of  American Pragmatism, particularly the  influence on

Frost of  VCJilliam James and  of  Frost on  Muldoon.  This sounds  extravagant  at first,

but Redmond  explains  Muldoen  tries to avoid  ready-made  solutions  for existential

problems or  a rigidly  academic  approach  to  knowledge, and  he constantly  brings

us  back to the activity  of  invention, which  is influenced by Amcrican pragmatism,
with  Emerson  as  its father figure, of  refusing  its quest for certainty  and  its search

for fbundations. As  famous pragmatist VCJilliam James rccognises  the importance
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of  vagueness,  both Frost and  Muldoon  favour `vague

 conjecturals',  with  which

their  verses  are  abounding.  And  Muldoon's characteristic  indecisive manner,  like
A  or  B, which  we  can  find again  and  again  in his verse  is, as Redmond  inclicates,
a  

`fe2ture
 of  the ptagmatist heritage'.

  Meanwhile, we  have an  essay  which  exarnines  Muldoon's idea of  interpretation
on  his own  works.  In 

"`All

 That": Muldoon  and  the  Vanity of  Interpretation',

John Lyon  begins with  a number  ofpossible  interpretations on  Muldoon's sonnet
`A

 Trifle' from the collection  2bloof Demonstrating  some  of  those  interpretations

contradict  with  one  another,  I.yon wonders  if Muldoon's poems might  even  be
said  to  resist  all intetpretations. There might  be no  definite answer  to  this
suspicion,  but Lyon  cenjectures  by an  appropriate  illustration how  Muldoon
considers  the  mcanings  of  his poetry. Lyon  introduces the  idea of  

`semantic

saturation',  which  could  be fu1fi11ed when  an  author  succeeds  in saturating  their

work  in 
`semantic'

 fullness and  controlling  all the meanings.  Lyon  supposes  that

T. S. Eliot was  perhaps interested in such  an  ideal condition,  quoting from Eliot's
essay  on  Lancelot Andrews, `Andrews

 takes  a  word  and  derives the  wotld  from it;
squeezing  and  squeezing  the  word  undl  it yieids a  full juice of  meaning  which  we

should  never  have supposed  any  word  to possess'. (p. iis)  Lyon associates  this

Andrews' semantics  with Geoffrey Hill's, and  then  he asserts  that 
`Hill

 proves to
be Muldoon's  antithesis'.  Then  Lyon  rightly  reasons  that Muldoon  mocks  this idea
of  a  fu11 juice of  meaning,  finding Muldoon's  allusion to  Andrews  in the  poem
`The

 Frog', where  he presents the metaphor  of  squeezing  
`a

 moral  fbr our  times'

out  of  a frog. Lyon's conclusion  would  be that  
`Muldoon

 teplaces  semantic

control  with  a formal control';  a striking  example  of  this  is his grand design of
making  the  long poems in Hay  rhyme  with  the  ones  in 7)be Annals of C)bde,
affording  the  critics more  opportunities  for discovering semantic  and  formal
connec"ons.

  That's right.  A  formal control  by rhyming  is probably among  the  top  priorities
for Muldoon. VQJe should  recognlse  his rhyme  scheme  as the  staple  of  Muldoon's

creative  process. In 
`Pax

 Hibernica / Pax Americana: Rhyme  and  Reconcdiation in
Muldoon',  Michael Allen examines  Muldoon's rhyming  strategies  through  the

transition  of  his whole  poetic career  by sctupulously  analysing  each  example  of  his
versadle  rhymes.  Allen quotes Muldoon's  euphoric  statement  

`I
 believe in the

setendipity  of  all that, of  giving oneself  over  to that', and  defines Muldoon's  basic
stance  on  rhyming  as  his 

`surrender

 to  the  energies  inhereht in rhyme',  Then  Allen
investigates how  Muldoon  ingeniously artanges  various  types  of  rhymes,  particu-
larly the  combination  of  fbrward-pushing fu11 rhymes  and  subversive  half rhymcs,
in a  number  of  his poems, to turn  his narrative  into a complcx  discourse with
dramatic undertones.  The  key term  Allen repeatedly  uses  in this essay  is
`Rlk?nsdemonvan':

 he argues  that with  
`the

 eruption  of  rhyme  into story'  Muldoon's
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verse  grows into a  fragmented 2()?nsdenvnvan like .Sbns and  Lovers, in the way  it

explores  the  sexual  and  Oedipal drives of  the  maturing  artist.  Thus Allen chooses

to present several  poems in which  rhyming  reveals  Muldoon's sexual  implications.

I cannot  agree  with  all the  explications  Allen shows  us  on  Muldoon's  rhtyTming

effects,  but he gives us  quite a lot of  relevant  examples  and  his essay  could

encourage  us  to recognisc  that Muldoon  really  elaborates  his verse  using  bravura
rhyming  technique.

  
`Paul

 Muldoon's Transits: Muddling Through after  Madod, written  by John
Kerrigan, is another  essay  which  refers  to the trait of  Muldoon's rhyme.  This essay

begins with  Muldoon's denial in his vcrsc  journal, TJbe 1Vti'nce of the 2aohala'an, to

Seamus Dcane's statement  that Muldoon  is in exile  in Princeton. Kerrigan

speculates  on  why  Muldoon  is `so

 tetchy'; he might  primarily object  to  Deane's

republicanism,  
`which

 would  see  the  Irish diaspora as  the  result  of  British

imperialism', but his petulant denial would  attributc  to  
`larger

 issues of  impottance

to contemporary  poetry'. Unlike other  Northern  Irish poet exiles  such  as John
Montague  and  Derek Mahon,  Muldoon's Irish childhood  was  so  Americanised

through  popular culture  that  he saw  in Princeton a  chance  to  explore  American

topics more  fully and  easily.  Moreover  Kerrigan insists that Muldoon  was  always
`intcrested

 in traveling around  rather  than  onc-way  emigration,  in transits rather

than  arrivals',  and  that  Muldoon  himselfargues in 71? helana lthat the  Irish are  in

exile  in Ireland itself. In fact Muldoon  brought his attraction  to transits,  borders or
`liminality',

 which  also  could  be obviously  recognised  in Tb kelana L to America.

There he surely  widened  his thcmatic  and  stylistic range:  he started  writing  oper2

libretti featuring real or  metaphoric  
`borders'.

 Meanwhile,  particularly after  Madec,

he promoted rhyming  to an  even  more  radical  position in his poetry, based on  the

idea that rhyme  is 
`a

 border language' or  rhymes  make  
`zones

 of  muddle'.  Thus

Kertigan analyses  Muldoon's  muddling  by his experimental  and  persistent use  of

rhymes  and  errata  in his later poetry after  his irnmigration to America. The  logic

of  Kerrigan's argument  is distinct and  persuasive.

  I tihink I could  judge David X)aheatley's 
`All

 Art is a  Collaboration: Muldoon  as

Librettist' as the  most  helpfu1 and  hoped-fbr  essay,  because this  is perhaps the

first time  that  Muldoon's  opera  libretti have ever  been cxclusively  and  ardently

treated  in a critical essay.  Wheaticy starts  this essay  with  general ideas on  the

difficulty of  collaboration,  the  diflference between the  libretti and  the  poetry, and

then  comments  on  Muldoon's  jnterest in Opera  and  his challenge  as  a  librettist.

Confessing skepticism  about  Opera and  showi'ng  reluctance  of  it as  an  elitist  art

form, Muldoon  explzined  in his interview the  attraction  of  Opera  as  its 
[over-the-

top  element'  he really  fbund very  exciting.  ilSUheatley  then  elaborates  on  each  of

Muldoon's libretti; 5)binii(g Brow, L7?iu efLas Lfl7gas, and  Bandanna. One  special

feature of  this  essay  would  be the  textual  comparison  between L!km ofLas ltgas
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and  7)be Cdying G2ime, a film by Neil Jordan. And  the  one  between Bkenduffffa and

Shakespeare's (and Orson  VCJelles') Othedo is also  interesting. One  important aspect
to which  VCTheatlcv calls  attention  in Bandonna is that the  border or  

`the
 line' is               -

among  the  most  recurr.ent  symbols  there  and  
`functions

 as  a  marker  of  difference
and  danger'. Wheatley  concludes  that w.ith  opera  Muldoon  can  

`teeter

 on  the

brink-perhaps  even  go over  the top', where  poetry ma}T  observe  all sorts  of

boundaries and  proprieties. Though  Muldoon's epera  libretti are  apt  to be
regarded  as rather  subordinate  te his poetical works,  we  should  reconsider  that the

ljbretti could  be appreciated  as his origin21  achicvements  on  their  own,  reading

Wheatley's convincing  exegesis  and  assessment  on  them.

  In the  last essay,  
`Muldoon's

 Remains', Matthew  Campbell  fbcuses on  
`cxigu-

ous'  objects  left as  remains  in Muldoon's iater domestic and  pastoral elegies.

Exjguous  remains  havc been repeatedly  mentioned  by precedent critics  ]ike
Corcoran, Kendall and  Wills, and  inspired by their  hints, Campbell expands  on  the
subject  here, scrutinising  the  form and  consolation  of  IVTuldoon's elegtes.  C2mpbell's
i'nterprctatien  on  

`The

 Soap Pig' (from .deetiz4g cbe Bntth, a memorial  verse  to his
friend Michael  Heffbrman,  clarifies his argument  well:  The  soap-pig,  a pig-shaped
bar of  soap,  is a  gift from Hefferman, vrhich  is now  in the  wtiter's  bathtoom. At
the  last part of  the  poem,  the  object  is depicted as  

`soap-s}iver',
 which  diminishes

over  the  time, Sust as  tlhe lost one  might'.  The  objcct,  that transient  soap,  serves

as  the  figurc which  evokes  the  feeling fbr the  dead, and  at the same  time the
object  remains  

`an

 integral part of  the  feeling, a  gift which  is itself an  object  in the
relationship'.  This argumcnt  of  Campbell might  appear  somehow  a paradox, but
Campbell pertinently demonstrates that in the pattern of  his elegies  Muldoon
frequently 

`clings

 on  to  the  remains  of  the  absent,  the  scant  ftagmcnts ofmemory
or  memento  which  will  not  allow  fbrgetfulness'. So does he in his 

.orrand
 elcgies

likc 
`Incantata'

 and  
`Yarrow':

 while  Muldoon  attaches  to his stylistic  ingeniousness

there,  he seeks  compensation  by an  attachment  not  just to memory,  but to small

things  which  refuse  forgetting.

  I have surveyed  the  points of  all the  nine  essays  of  the  book: they  are  all

beneficial studies  with  which  we  could  cope  vLTith  Muldoon's  comp]ex  poems
somehow  more  assuredly.  These essays  supply  us  with  many  elucidative  hints and
dctailed interpretation on  his poems, which  are  really  helpfu1. W'hlle Muldoon
states  he expects  the  screndipity  in his creative  process of  rhyming,  we  can  have
the serendipity  of  what  Muldoon  contrives  in his poetry, with  the  aid  of  interpre-
tative guides by the  authors  of  this book. The  essays  discussing Muldoon  in

American context  
-

 specifically  Frostian inffuence, American pragmatism and  his
opcra  libretti written  in America -  seem  to me  especially  cnlightening:  I suppose

American aspccts  of  Muldoon  shou]d  be given more  attention  to. And  each  essav

makes  us  more  conscious  of  Muldoon's  cfeative  mind  and  his otiginal  style. Afte'r
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reading  the  essays,  1 wa$  remindcd  of  a  sentence  in the  introduction: the  authors

are  
`engagcd

 in directing attention  to  complex  moments  of  creativity  in which  an

extraordinary  amount  of  originality  is concentrated'.  I declare this book can  make

us  renew  our  understznding  of  Muldoon's profundity and  originality,  and  make  us

more  suitable  readers  of  Paul Muldoon.

Marjorie PerloffL DIiffeTentizals: 1[loetry, ,Pbets-t:[,  ]i[]l?dagQgy

  Tuscaloosa: University of  Alabama  Press, 2oo4.  so7 pp･

  Marjorie PerloffL 7Jbe "erena Pamdox  A  Memoir

       New  York: New  Directions, 2oo4.  283  PP･

 Reviewed by Peter Robinson,  Kyoto  iJCJomen's  University

  Marjorie Perlof?s intfiguing Lb'7L{genstein's Ladde,:' ,Pbetic  Laffgnage and  the .Simafage-

ness  ofthe Ondnarv (University of  Chicago Press, igg6)  was  an  enlightening  account

of  writers  from a variety  of  language cultures  and  traditions.  The  sections  on

Gerttude Stein, S2muel Beckett, Ingeborg Bachm2nn and  Thomas  Bernhard, as

well  as  the  look at  contemporary  American poetic innovatots, were  illuminating

studies  of  individual writers.  That her authors  had bcen concerned  with,  or  could

be usefu11y  read  in the  light of,  l)Uittgenstein's work  was  scnsibly  maintained,  The

closely  researched,  detailed, and  for the  most  part lucid studies  were  by no  means

experimental  in method,  establishing  a  biographical and  historical context  in

which  to  conduct  some  closc-rcading-style  examinations  of  texts. Perloff was

much  indebted to Ray Monk's  biography, Lcado,ig W7dylensimn: 7)be Duties of (;kenins

(iggo). Her studies  were  given an  experimental  air  and  a  tenuously  unifying  thread

by the quotations From VCiittgenstein's "Tritings  that, in the  light of  the  flrst two

chapters,  were  to illurninate the  
'linguistic

 and  cultural  experiment  of  the  texts

considered.  A  number  of  the  philosopher's 
Caphorisms'

 were  repeated,  with  the

cumulative  effect  of  draining away  confidence  that they  were  morc  than  slogans  to

which  avant-garde  notions  could  be 2ssociatively  attached.

  IIZingenstein's Ladlcler understood  his writings  in tetms  not  of  the  recalcitrant

problcms that were  exercising  the  philosopher, but as  a  set of  stylistic procedures
and  theoretical beliefs that  rendered  other  ideas and  styles  for poetty (first-person
lyric, among  them)  rcdundant.  Her book's title referred  to the  section  late in the

7iractatus where  Wittgenstein describes his book as a ladder to  be kicked aw2y  once

climbed.  Despite her use  ofinstances  from the  later writings,  Lt7714gensteiff's Laddirr

had more  of  the  philosophy-ends-here in his first phase, than  the  therapeutic

practices of  his later linguistic investigations. The mystical  aspect  of  VCiittgcnstein's


